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Gary Felsenfeld sites near the ends are most accessible, but even sites
near the center of the nucleosome can be attacked,National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases though less readily. The results are consistent with a
free energy of binding of DNA to thenucleosome surfaceNational Institutes of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20892-0540 of 0.1–0.15 kcal/mol bp in the range of ionic strengths
used (50–150 mM). Assuming the DNA is lifted from
the surface starting at the end, it becomes increasingly
costly to invade the nucleosome as it is unwound, soWhen eukaryotic genes become transcriptionally active,
that interior sites are much less favored. This modelthe structure of the chromatin in their neighborhood
leads to the prediction that the presence of multiplechanges to accommodate transcription factors and the
sites for protein factors will result in cooperative bindingpassage of RNA polymerase. It is now clear that this
(as is in fact observed [Adams and Workman, 1995]).process requires not only the transcription factors, but
The cooperative contribution comes from the nature ofalso cooperation with histones and with cofactors that
the unwinding of the nucleosomal DNA, and need nothelp to remodel or displace nucleosomes. The most
arise from interactions between the proteins (Polachintense interest has focused quite naturally on the orga-
and Widom, 1995, 1996). Most of the data obtained fromnization of nucleosomes in the neighborhood of promot-
in vitro studies of factor-nucleosome interactions coulders and enhancers. When the genes they control are
thus in principle be predicted by the laws of thermody-active, these regions are marked by increased accessi-
namics.bility to a variety of enzymic and chemical probes. This
typically signals a disrupted or missing nucleosome, and
one can ask what it takes to effect this rearrangement. When Spontaneity Is Not Enough
But there are also higher levels of chromatin organiza- It may be that, on some promoters with the right sites
tion, and in other situations these too must be unrav- and nucleosome positions and at sufficiently high factor
elled, attended by their own activation mechanisms. concentrations, this kind of interaction is all it takes to
open the chromatin structure in vivo. In other cases,
ATP-dependent mechanisms maybe needed for nucleo-Energetics of Transcription Factor Binding
to Nucleosomes some disruption. The yeast SWI/SNF complex (impor-
tant in the activation of some but not all yeast genesA necessary first step in analyzing this process of disrup-
tion is to determine how transcription factors interact [see Peterson and Herskowitz, 1992; Hirschhorn et al.,
1992]) was the first demonstrated to use ATP in dis-with DNA on the surface of a nucleosome. It appears
that in some cases nucleosomes are an obstacle to rupting chromatin and facilitating the binding of tran-
scription factors to nucleosome core particles in vitrobinding and require additional energy for displacement,
while in other cases they do not. There are now a large (Cairns et al., 1994; Coˆte´ et al., 1994; Kwon et al., 1994).
Recent results (Wilson et al., 1996, reviewed by Struhl,number of studies in vitro of the binding of purified
transcription factors to nucleosome core particles 1996) show that the SWI/SNF complex can be isolated
as part of the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme; the com-(which contain an octamer of the core histones com-
plexed with 146 bp of DNA). The DNA sequence em- plex displays all of the ATP-dependent chromatin dis-
ruption capabilities of the SWI/SNF complex alone. Theployed may have several canonical binding sites for the
factors (see for example Adams and Workman, 1995), SWI/SNF proteins are found associated with the SRB
regulatory protein complex; within the holoenzyme thisand it is usually found that, in the presence of an excess
of factors, at least some sites can be occupied without complex interacts with the polymerase through its car-
boxy-terminal domain (CTD). This would account for theloss of histones. Displacement of histones is observed,
if at all, only at high concentrations of the factors, or in observation that yeast mutants carrying CTD trunca-
tions have phenotypes resembling those of SWI1, SWI2,the presence of proteins that bind histones strongly
and assist in their displacement. This is the expected or SWI3 mutants (Peterson et al., 1991). If all of the
polymerase holoenzyme in the cell carries SWI/SNF,behavior: the free energy of binding of a typical tran-
scription factor is 212 to 215 kcal/mol, which should then there are at least 2000 molecules of SWI/SNF per
cell, an order of magnitude higher than earlier estimates;be sufficient at the concentrations used in these experi-
ments to overcome local attachment energy of DNA to this question is not yet settled. Association with the
holoenzyme might appear to solve the problem of howthe nucleosome (see below). However, unless there
were multiple factor binding sites distributed over the a limiting quantity of SWI/SNF finds its way to its proper
target. But the issue still remains of what distinguishesentire length of the DNA, it would be energetically prefer-
able for the rest of the DNA to remain bound to the the rather limited subset of genes that require the ser-
vices of SWI/SNF in vivo. (The experiments in vitro in-nucleosome surface.
Support for this mechanism has recently been pro- volve stoichiometric amounts of SWI/SNF and do not
display any selectivity.) Struhl (1996) suggests a triadvided by Polach and Widom (1995, 1996), who have
used restriction endonuclease probes to measure the model for transcriptional activation, involving pol II holo-
enzyme, TBP and associated proteins, and activatoraccessibility of sites within a nucleosome core particle
as a function of distance from the ends. As expected, proteins all bound to their respective sites. SWI/SNF
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could act on chromatin structure at any of these sites, loci and at telomeres. Reporter genes placed near telo-
meres tend to be silenced, an effect that falls off withsince initial establishment of a transcriptionally active
chromatin conformation may well involve a cooperative distance. When two test genes are placed in tandem
near the telomere, the gene nearer the telomere is al-reaction (see below). Which sites benefit from the pres-
ence of SWI/SNF may then depend on particular relative ways shut off when the more distant one is suppressed
(but not vice versa), consistent with a model in whichpositions of binding sites and nucleosomes.
The SWI/SNF complex is however not alone in its silencing spreads outward from the telomere (Renauld
et al., 1993; Aparicio and Gottschling, 1994). Transcrip-ability to employ ATP in the disruption of nucleosomes.
Wu and his associates (Tsukiyama et al., 1994, 1995; tional activation and telomeric silencing are in competi-
tion with each other: when the URA3 gene and its associ-Tsukiyama and Wu, 1995) have identified, characterized,
and partially cloned from Drosophila a complex of four ated upstream activating sequence (UAS) are brought
close to the telomere, URA3 expression is silenced, butproteins, the nucleosome remodeling factor (NURF), that
works together with the GAGA binding factor or the heat this silencing can be overcome in the presence of the
transcriptional activator PPR1, which binds to the UAS.shock transcription factor todisrupt chromatin structure
over the promoter of the Drosophila hsp70 heat shock In contrast, basal expression is observed from an inter-
nal copy of URA3, distant from the telomere.gene. This ATP-dependent process destroys the nucleo-
some ladder generated by micrococcal nuclease and The yeast telomere exerts its suppressive effect
through the collaboration of telomere-specific factorsalters the accessibility of nucleases to a nucleosome
monomer that contains the promoter sequence. How- and histones.Recognition of the terminal DNA sequence
poly [C1-3A] is provided by the DNA binding regulatoryever in experiments using nucleosome core particles it
does not completely displace the histone octamer. protein RAP1. Two-hybrid screens have shown that
RAP1 in turn interacts with the yeast proteins SIR3 andNURF isdistinct insize and properties from theDrosoph-
ila equivalent of the SWI/SNF complex. Nonetheless the SIR4, and the domains responsible for these interactions
have been identified in each protein (Moretti et al., 1994).ATPase activity of NURF is conferred by a subunit, the
protein ISWI, which is itself a member of the SWI2/SNF2 Finally, a series of papers from Grunstein and his collab-
orators have shown that mutations in histones H3 andfamily (Tsukiyama et al., 1995). There are as many as
100,000 copies of ISWI per Drosophila cell, and its rela- H4 N-termini interfere with telomeric repression, and
that some of the H4 mutations can be suppressed bytionship (or that of NURF) to the polymerase holoenzyme
is unknown. Furthermore, it is not clear whether NURF, changes in SIR3 (Thompson et al., 1993). This genetic
evidence for the involvement of chromatin componentslike SWI/SNF, is restricted in action to a subset of genes
or is a more general activating factor. In any case, there in telomeric repression has recently been reinforced by
the demonstration of a physical interaction of H3 andmay well be other chromatin activation systems with
still different targets (Pazin et al., 1994). At least one H4 N-termini with SIR3 and SIR4. For this purpose, the
N-terminal silencing domains of the histones were im-activity has been reported to facilitate small movements
of all the nucleosomes on a plasmid minichromosome mobilized on Sepharose beads; both SIR3 and SIR4,
but not RAP1, were found to be retained on the beads.template (Varga-Weisz et al., 1995). It is not clear
whether such an activity would in itself be sufficient to Retention was not observed when histones H2A or H2B
N-termini were substituted for H3/H4. Most important,make all sites available to transcription factors, but in
certain cases it might facilitate the sequential disruption certain mutations in H3/H4 known to impair silencing in
vivo also reduced or abolished the interaction with SIR3and binding described above for in vitro systems.
In higher eukaryotes transcriptional activation must and SIR4 in vitro (Hecht et al., 1995). RAP1 has been
shown by immunofluorescence to concentrate at theinvolve disruption of heterochromatin over rather large
DNA domains and remodeling of chromatin at distant termini of chromosomes, and confocal microscopy re-
veals that these termini are localized at the nuclear pe-enhancers. Such domains are marked by hyperacetyla-
tion of the histones, an event known to partly perturb riphery. The localization is destroyed in the absence of
SIR3 and SIR4 (Palladino et al., 1993). The mutations innucleosome structure. The yeast transcriptional coacti-
vator GCN5 has recently been identified as a histone H3 and H4 that abolish the interaction with SIR3 and
SIR4 also prevent this localization (Hecht et al., 1995).acetyltransferase with strong homology to a nuclear
All of these data have led to a proposed model ofhistone acetyltransferase from Tetrahymena (Brownell
telomeric repression in which RAP1 binds to the telo-et al., 1996). Both also contain bromodomain motifs
meric repeats, initiating polymerization of SIR3/SIR4(shared by SNF2/SWI2 and its homologs in higher organ-
over the adjacent chromatin domain. The binding ofisms) that may target them to transcriptional activation
SIR3/SIR4 to chromatin is mediated by interaction withcomplexes, thus further extending the arsenal of factors
the histone H3/H4 N-termini. Since the C-terminus ofthat participates in the dismantling of chromatin.
SIR4 has similarities to nuclear lamin proteins (Diffley
and Stillman, 1989), it is suggested that this may be the
When Nucleosomes Are Not Enough: part of the complex that provides linkage to the nuclear
Silencing in Yeast periphery. It is not known whether this compartmental-
Just as there are specific protein complexes that assist ization is an essential part of the suppression mech-
in disrupting chromatin, there are others that appear to anism.
stabilize it and help render DNA transcriptionally inac- How general is this model? A large part of it is certainly
tive. The most unequivocal examples of such effects applicable to the silencing of the yeast mating type loci,
which share with the telomere many silencing factors.come from studies in yeast of behavior at mating type
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In addition, a factor important for mating type identity is A recent study in Drosophila embryos (McCall and Ben-
der, 1996) examines the accessibility of DNA reporterthecell type–specific repressor a2, which binds together
with the cofactor Mcm1 to upstream sites near five sequences inserted into the bithorax (bx) regulatory re-
gion of the ultrabithorax gene, which is regulated bygenes specific to the a mating type. Nucleosome posi-
tioning over one of these genes, STE6, is affected by the Pc-G. When the sequence carried upstream GAL4
binding sites, GAL4 stimulation of transcription was in-a2 binding and appears to play a significant role in sup-
pression of the gene (Roth et al., 1992). The repressors hibited by Polycomb, resulting ina characteristic pattern
of segmental regulation. In contrast when the reporterSSN6 and TUP1, which do not bind directly to DNA, are
also required for maintenance of mating type. Deletions carried a T7 RNA polymerase promoter, expression of
T7 polymerase led to transcription in all segments. Thisin these two genes have a disruptive effect on nucleo-
some positioning over STE6 (Cooper et al., 1994). Fur- and earlier probe experiments (see Pirotta, 1995) sug-
gest that the Pc-G proteins do not function by formingthermore, both positioning and repression can be dis-
rupted by mutations in the N-terminus of histone H4, a polymerized structure capable of blocking access
completely. (In contrast, yeast telomeric DNA is highlyand there is direct evidence for interaction of TUP1 with
the tails of H3 and H4 (Edmondson et al., 1996). There resistant to modification by a methyltransferase in vivo
[Gottschling, 1992].) Pirotta has proposed an alternativeare thus strong parallels (Cooperet al., 1994; Roth, 1995)
to the situation for suppression at the yeast telomere. to the polymerization model, in which clusters of Pc-G
proteins bound at the PREs interact cooperatively with
each other to create tethered loop domains. He sug-
Polycomb Group and the Yeast Model gests that the inactivation of the homeotic genes results
It is a commonplace to compare this suppression to the from the creation of this cluster. One could imagine that
long known phenomenon of position effect in Drosoph- the formation of these domains prevents more distant
ila. Yeast cells even display a kind of occasional switch- enhancers from reaching promoter elements, or intro-
ing between the on and off states, coupled to clonal duces other topological constraints that interfere with
inheritance of the state, that resembles position effect interactions. As in the case of the yeast telomere, the
variegation. Variegation in Drosophila gave rise to the cluster might contain proteins that enable its sequestra-
first models of this kind, which suggested that genes tion at a specific site within the nucleus, forming a sepa-
transposed near the centromere are controlled by out- rate “compartment.”
ward polymerization from the centromere of a sup-
pressing heterochromatic complex (Tartof and Bremer,
1990). Evidence for such structures is however much Models of Inactivation
Attempts to explain such phenomena as position effectstronger in yeast than in Drosophila. A similar structure
has been proposed to explain the effects of the Poly- variegation, X chromosome inactivation, and directional
insulation repeatedly invoke these ideas of polymeriza-comb group (Pc-G) of Drosophila regulatory proteins,
in part because the Polycomb gene shares a sequence tion, formation of topologically isolated loop domains,
and compartmentalization. Polymerization models in-homology, the “chromodomain” (Paro and Hogness,
1991), with the suppressor of variegation Su(var)205, volve a cooperative process, resulting in continuous
stretches of adjacent “propagator” proteins. This re-whichcodes for the heterochromatin-associated protein
HP1. The Pc-G genes are responsible for maintaining quires a favorable contact free energy between these
proteins. Of course there must be in addition a favorablelong-range repression of homeotic genes over multiple
enhancers at later stages of Drosophila embryonic de- interaction between propagators and the histones. Se-
lective polymerization over the desired target sequencevelopment. Pc-G proteins form large complexes, and
the polycomb protein itself is distributed over repressed depends on an initiator (such as RAP1) that recognizes
DNA sequence directly or indirectly, and that interactsgenes at multiple sites. No individual member of the
Pc-G protein complex has been shown to be capable with thepropagator proteins with a favorable free energy
of perhaps 15 kcal, enough to guarantee preference forof binding DNA, but certain DNA sequences (not yet
well-characterized) appear able to function in vivo as the correct site (see Figure 1A). Loop formation models
(Figure 1B) involve either direct interactions betweeninitiators for Pc-G protein binding. These Pc-G response
elements (PREs) are capable of suppressing adjacent the loop-bound proteins, or at least an attachment to
a common structure sufficient to produce topologicalreporter genes; the suppression can be overcome by
sufficiently high concentrations of a transcriptional acti- isolation. There is not sufficient information in many
cases to distinguish among the models. An exceptionvator such as GAL4 for which there is an appropriate
binding site in the promoter (Zink and Paro, 1995). Sup- is the recent study of the insulating properties of the
scs and gypsy elements in Drosophila, which clearlypression can also be obtained by fusing the polycomb
protein to a GAL4 binding domain and replacing the eliminates directional formation of heterochromatic
polymers as the basis of directional inactivation (CaiPRE site in the reporter with a GAL4 site (Mu¨ller, 1995).
There is thus some resemblance to the experiments with and Levine, 1995). What is obvious however is that there
are chromatin superstructures that start with the 30 nmPPR1 binding in yeast.
However, unlike the yeast telomere, which has multi- fiber (or in yeast probably a polynucleosome filament)
and embellish it. These are operationally speaking theple contiguous binding sites for RAP1 and its associated
proteins, the PRE sites are distributed at intervals within “heterochromatic” regions of the genome, although they
presumably vary in the details of their structure.the homeotic gene region, and the chromatin seems
more accessible to enzymic probes (see Pirrotta [1995]). How are such regions established and maintained?
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Heterochromatic structures seem more robust than that
described above for chromatin structure over the heat
shock promoter, which can bedisrupted rapidly by ATP-
dependent factors. The accumulating evidence for these
ATP-dependent disruption mechanisms suggests that
many and perhaps the majority of genes can be acti-
vated without DNA replication. In contrast, activation
of a gene silenced by telomeric heterochromatin does
require replication: in the URA3/PPR1 yeast system de-
scribed above, Aparicio and Gottschling (1994) showed
that telomeric URA3 cannot be activated by turning on
PPR1 expression in G1, early S, or G0 arrested cells.
Activation occurred only in G2/metaphase arrest. The
authors concluded that activation required replication
and that the establishment of a silenced or activated
chromatin conformation over URA3 depended upon the
outcome of a competition between assembly of the si-
lencing telomeric heterochromatin and the assembly of
an active promoter complex inducedby PPR1. A compe-
tition model of this kind was put forward some years
ago (see Felsenfeld, 1992, for a discussion) to explain
the silencing of some genes by chromatin structure.
Silencing at mating type loci behaves similarly (Miller
and Nasmyth, 1984). Replication-dependent activation
has been observed in a number of partly purified in vitro
systems, but in many cases these have subsequently
turned out to have been lacking a chromatin activation
factor, which when added made replication unneces-
sary. In other cases (Almouzniand Wolffe, 1993), replica-
tion coupled with chromatin assembly results in silenc-
ing of basal transcription, which can be overcome by
addition of appropriate transcription factors. This may
reflect the choice of factors and the placement of
nucleosomes: in the most extensive experiments of this
kind, Barton and Emerson (1994) have shown that when
a Xenopus egg extract is used to assemble synthetic
nuclei containing the entire chicken b-globin locus, sub-
sequently added erythroid nuclear extracts only activate
Figure 1. Two Classes of Inactivation Models
expression if the packaged DNA has been allowed to
(A) Polymerization models: a model of higher order chromatin pack- replicate.aging at inactivated sites derived from the yeast telomeric silencing
model proposed by Moretti et al. (1994) and Hecht et al. (1995). The
general features of this model might be shared by other systems,
Silencing of Developmentally Regulated Genessuch as assembly of positioned nucleosomes over STE6 (Cooper et
al., 1994; Roth, 1995) and Polycomb-group inactivation of homeotic Perhaps only those genes that must be permanently
genes. In every case there must be a polymerization initiator bound silenced during development are subject to this extra
to a specific site (RAP1 for the telomere, a2/Mcm1 for mating type level of regulation. It seems reasonable to suppose that
locus positioning, and PRE binding protein for the Pc-G case). Addi- housekeeping genes or those that must be readily in-
tional proteins (e.g., SIR 3/SIR4) interact with this initiator to extend
duced would be designed to respond to appropriatepolymerization (and inactivation) over the adjacent chromatin, using
transcription factors through a mechanism in whichspecific interactions with the histones for this purpose. These propa-
gator proteins may, as has been suggested for SIR4 near the telo- nucleosomes are easily disrupted. A more stable form
mere, also provide attachment sites within the nucleus, which may of chromatin packaging, conceivably involving mecha-
anchor the complex to the nuclear periphery (Palladino et al., 1993). nisms related to those described above for telomeric
The evidence for this model is quite strong in the case of the suppression or in Drosophila development, might be
telomere.
reserved for genes that the cell would rather not hear(B) Loop domain models: factors bound to DNA at specific sites
from unexpectedly. The human b-globin gene clusterlocated at intervals throughout the domain or at its ends interact
either directly or through other proteins to isolate the domains topo- may be controlled in this way. Wood and his collabora-
logically from each other and (in some models) to inactivate the tors (Stanworth et al., 1995) have performed experi-
genes it contains. The loop ends are sometimes thought of as bound ments with somatic cell hybrids betweenmouse erythro-
to nuclear matrix or otherwise immobilized. This class of models
leukemia (MEL) cells and erythroblasts from transgenichas been proposed as a mechanism for Pc-G suppression (see text),
mice carrying part or all of the human b-globin locus.for insulation, and for LCR action. It is related to models of higher
Human globin gene switching occurs within the trans-order chromatin structure proposed by Laemmli (see, e.g., Saitoh
and Laemmli, 1994). genic mouse embryo under the control of the mouse
erythroid developmental program. When embryonic
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cells expressing human fetal g-globin were fused with
MEL cells (which express only the adult mouse b-globin
genes) g-globin mRNA production was maintained; i.e.,
the environment of the MEL cells was not sufficient to
overcome the information on the chromosome carrying
the human genes. This was true even if the donor cells
from the transgenic mice were irradiated before fusion
to break the chromosomes into 2–3 Mb fragments, only
a small number of which were retained in any given
hybrid. This suggests that the behavior did not arise
from continued expression of trans-acting factors, but
rather from cis-actingsignals. The authors conclude that
the informationnecessary to maintainstage-specific ex- Figure 2. A Two-State Switch
pression reflects marking by DNA methylation or protein
A schematic diagram showing how an all-or-none change in chro-
binding that survives the fusion. It seems likely that these matin structure (see text) could be used to convert a slowly changing
two mechanisms are coupled. It is clear in any event concentration of transcription factors into a sharp change of state.
that in these experiments the globin genes cannot easily
be switched on or off simply by a change in the identity
change during development in the abundance of tran-and abundance of stage-specific transcription factors.
scription factors affecting developmentally regulated
genes. We can perhaps view such chromatin structuresAll-or-None Behavior
as providing a way to convert these slowly changingChromatin structure has long been thought of as con-
concentrations into a sharp response within individualtributing to the greater efficiency of silencing that distin-
cells, so that the capacity for expression of a given geneguishes eukaryotic from prokaryotic expression (Wein-
is forced either to be on or off (Figure 2). Mechanismstraub, 1985). In yeast and Drosophila, the phenomenon
of this kind could operate at the level of individualof position effect variegation has some aspects of an
nucleosomes, as suggested by the cooperative bindingon–off switch, in which cells are locked in one of two
results of Polach and Widom (1995, 1996), as well as atstates. Results in other systems are at least formally
the level of the larger scale structures discussed above.similar. Some years ago Weintraub (1988; see also Mo-
In each case, they could confer the additional selectivityreau et al., 1981; Moon and Ley, 1991) carried out tran-
and stability that development requires. This isnot tosaysient expression studies with reporter plasmids in which
that every gene that found itself in an “active” chromatinthe SV40 early promoter was coupled either with an
conformation would automatically be expressed; estab-intact SV40 enhancer, or with a deleted or mutated en-
lishment of an active chromatin structure in many caseshancer. As expected, altering the enhancer markedly
may only potentiate expression. Conversely, all-or-nonereduced expression levels. However, it was found that
expression can also arise from competition for activat-this arose not from a decrease in expression in each
ing sequences without necessarily involving an inactiva-cell, but rather from a decrease in the number of ex-
tion of the chromatin structure. In the human b-globinpressing cells. Those cells that escaped silencing of the
gene cluster, for example, multiple genes in the clustergene expressed it at the same level as cells carrying
are transcribed alternately in a mutually exclusive pat-enhancer-containing plasmids. Recent work (Walters et
tern over periods of about an hour or less (Wijgerde et al.,al., 1995) has extended and confirmed these experi-
1995). Nonetheless, the promoters of the two g-globinments, in some casesusing stably transformed cell lines.
genes in this cluster are bothmaintained ina hypersensi-Other results show that this all-or-none behavior can
tive state (Bresnick and Felsenfeld, 1994).arise at the level of chromatin structure (Boyes and
Felsenfeld, 1996). Constructions carrying the chicken
Chromatin as Part of the Transcriptional Machineryadult b-globin promoter, gene, and enhancer were sta-
Recent results (Xie et al., 1996) show that the histone-bly transformed into a chicken erythroid cell line, and
like regions of two of the TAF proteins associated withthe nuclease hypersensitivity of the enhancer was mea-
TFIID (dTAFII42 and dTAFII62 of Drosophila) form a heter-sured quantitatively using restriction endonucleases.
otetramer with a strong resemblance to the histone H3/When some of the transcription factor binding sites in
H4 tetramer. It is also suggested (Hoffmann et al., 1996)the enhancer were mutated singly or in combinations,
that four molecules of an additional TAF with similaritiesthere was as expected a decrease in hypersensitivity,
to H2B might join the tetramer to form a complex resem-but this was not the result of a uniform decrease in
bling a histone octamer as part of TFIID. An attractiveaccessibility of all copies of the enhancer. Instead,some
possibility suggested by the authors (Hoffmann et al.,sites remained accessible and were digested at the
1996) is that one role of these TAFs is to induce a partialsame rate as wild-type enhancers, while the others were
bend in DNA. Since the histone-like domains comprisecompletely inaccessible. There are thus two distinct
only a part of these proteins, it is not clear whetherpopulations of sites. Although the design of the experi-
and to what extent this will occur. The prospect of ament does not permit any conclusion as to the duration
nucleosome-like structure within TFIID in any case sug-of either stable state, it does indicate that the establish-
gests that subunits of chromatin structure and the tran-ment of an inactive chromatin structure over the en-
scriptional machinery share a common ancestry.hancer is an all-or-none process. The same kind of be-
havior could be expected in response to a natural Of necessity, early studies of transcription tended to
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M.R. (1994). Nucleosome disruption and enhancement of activatorview the existence of chromatin as little more than a
binding by a human SWI/SNF complex. Nature 370, 477–481.nuisance, and for many years the two fields of study
McCall, K., and Bender,W. (1996). Probes for chromatin accessibilityoccupied separate compartments. Now we see that this
in the Drosophila bithorax complex respond differently to Polycomb-was an artificial separation; the transcription apparatus
mediated repression. EMBO J. 15, 569–580.
is designed to deal with chromatin, not DNA, as its tem-
Miller, A.M., and Nasmyth, K.A. (1984). Role of DNA replication in the
plate. The RNA polymerase transcription complex,asso- repression of silent mating type loci in yeast. Nature 312, 247–251.
ciated factors, and chromatin are part of a single system
Moon, A.M., and Ley, T.J. (1991). Functional properties of the
for regulating eukaryotic expression. b-globin locus control region in K562 erythroleukemia cells. Blood
77, 2272–2284.
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